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The difference punctuation makes:

Let’s eat grandma!

Let’s eat,
Grandma!



A good book about commas 
(and much else)
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What do they all do?

-Performance notes

-Logical operators

So, somewhere between musical and arithmetical notation.
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The easy ones:

.

The “period” marks the end of sentence.

?

The “question mark” shows that a statement is a direct question

!

The “exclamation mark” shows that the writer is highly emotional



The easy ones:

(In formal academic writing, you should 
never speak in absolutes, address your 
reader, show emotion, use contractions, 
or speak in the first-person. What I said is 
right, isn’t it?!)
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The hard(er) ones:

,

The comma is a slight intake of breath. It shows that groups, lists, and 
clauses are connected somehow.

:

The colon is a longer pause. It is mainly used to explain or enumerate.

;

The semicolon is mysterious and poorly understood…
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In detail: the comma
Use commas to:

Separate items in a series (the serial comma)

“I ate two pancakes, ham, and bacon.”

BUT

“I ate two pancakes, ham, bacon, and biscuits and gravy.

The first sentence employs the so-called “Oxford” comma.
Not everyone likes it, but sometimes it is necessary.



In detail: the comma

“Lisa wishes to thank her parents, Amy Robertson and God.”

OR

“Lisa wishes to thank her parents, Amy Robertson, and God.”



In detail: the comma
Use commas to:

Separate clauses

“For breakfast, I ate two pancakes, ham, and bacon.”

BUT

“I ate two pancakes, ham, and bacon for breakfast.



In detail: the comma
Use commas to:

Separate clauses

”I like dogs, but I don’t like cats.”

BUT

“I like dogs but not cats.”



In detail: the comma
Use commas to:

Introduce direct quotations

Erik said, “For breakfast, I ate two pancakes, ham, and bacon.”

BUT

Erik said he had two pancakes, ham, and bacon for breakfast.



In detail: the comma
Use commas to:

Separate date and place

“It happened on January 15, 1984 in Tulsa, Oklahoma.”



In detail: the colon
Use colons to:

Enumerate

“There are two kinds of people in the world: those who know 
how to use a colon, and those who don’t.”

“Jell-o comes in many shapes: cubes, circles, stars, and ovals.”



In detail: the colon
Use colons to:

Enumerate

BUT

DO NOT use a colon with forms of the verb “to be”

“My favorite foods include the following: bacon, hamburgers, 
and sushi”

NOT

“My favorite foods are: bacon, hamburgers, and sushi.”



In detail: the colon
Use colons to:

Separate titles and subtitles

“Star Wars: The Last Jedi”

“Alien: Resurrection”

“Yokai Culture: Monsters, Ghosts, and Outsiders in Japanese History”



In detail: the semi(-)colon
Use semicolons to:

Connect independent clauses without a coordinating 
conjunction (and, but, because, etc.)

“My daughter can’t read; she’s only two years old.”

“Mice do not have wings; bats do.”

“He wants salad; she wants soup.”



In detail: the semi(-)colon
Use semicolons to:

Connect certain adverbs and transitional phrases to the 
independent clauses that follow

”Although they look cuddly, llamas do not make good pets; in 
fact, they are aggressive and territorial.”

“French desserts are expensive, highly caloric, and full of 
cholesterol; nevertheless, Au Bon Pain is nearly always busy.”



In detail: the semi(-)colon
Use semicolons to:

Separate items in a list at level higher than the comma

“Last December, I went to Chicago, Illinois; Miami, Florida; 
Santiago, Chile; and Mendoza, Argentina.”

“The flags of many nations employ a “tricolor”: red, white, 
and blue; red, white, and green; orange, white, and green; 
red, yellow, and black; etc.”



Referencing: quotation marks
Double for direct quotation. Single for ”nested” quotation:

Erik said, “This is the so-called ‘Oxford’ comma.”

“Scare” quotes mark new, unusual, or suspicious words:

The manager called a meeting to discuss “changes” to 
employee benefits.

The politician stressed his “commitment” to transparency.

Theologians speak of kenosis, or “ontological self-emptying” 
of a divine being.



Referencing: quotation marks
Titles of short works or portions of works:

In chapter 8, “The Nature of Punctuation,” the author 
presents a philosophical discussion of the epistemological, 
metaphysical, and ethical dimensions of periods, commas, 
and semicolons.

In her article, “The Care and Nurture of Two-Year Olds” in The 
Journal of Child Development, McGuffin stresses the 
importance of independence.



Referencing: Parentheses and Brackets
Parentheses mark an “aside” or give explanatory information:

At the CSLC (a service of the University of Notre Dame) 
international students, faculty, staff, and family can work to 
improve their English.

Brackets replace something that may be unclear in a direct 
quotation:

Original: Erik said, “it is my favorite food.”

Edited: Erik said, “[sushi] is my favorite food.”






